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Illustrating As, Se, Mo, Ru, Sn, and Te (Z = 33, 34,
42, 44, 50, 52) from STIS E230H 2000 Å spectra,
we describe current success and future prospects
for constraining the nucleosynthesis and dispersal
of light trans-ironic elements at the earliest times
from the only surviving stars of that epoch. Also,
the C I 1930.9Å line from COS will define carbon
abundances for the extremely low-metallicity halo
stars, constraining cooling in early star formation.

Carbon Abundances from C I
in Extremely Metal-Poor Stars
• Current abundances for carbon, a primary gas
coolant, rise with respect to iron when [Fe/H] <
-2.5. They rely on CH, sensitive to convection, or
on optical/near-IR C I lines, affected by non-LTE.
• We are re-measuring carbon abundances in five
stars with -3.0 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ -2.3 from COS spectra
of the C I line at 1930.9 Å. Its 1.26 eV excitation
potential renders it insensitive to both effects.
• Preliminary calculations for the first [Fe/H] = -2.3
COS spectrum match at [C/Fe] = 0, but we must
model more stars and the broad spectral profile.

C I in Extremely Metal-Poor Turnoff Stars

A STIS E230H spectrum (heavy line) is compared to calculations (light line) of the C
I line at 1930.9 Å. The identification and fractional-wavelength digits for strong lines
appear at the top. Wavelength in Å is below. Y-axis ticks represent 10% of flux.
Model parameters Teff, log g, [Fe/H], and Vt follow each star's identification. The
calculations adopt [C/Fe] = 0.0 for HD 94028, 0.0 and +0.4 for HD 140283, and +0.4
and +0.8 for G64-12. The latter were broadened to the COS resolution of 25,000.

CH in Extremely Metal-Poor Turnoff Stars

A comparison is shown of the CH 3143 Å band, using the same [C/Fe] values
for stars in the previous figure, and 0.0 and +0.4 for HD 84937.

COS vs. STIS for Cool Stars
•COS: Low background, high sensitivity. But 2”
aperture =>M31 globular clusters not resolved.
Highest resolution ~20,000. Spectrum obtained
only in non-contiguous stripes. Also: line profile
has broad wings. Must know redward spectrum
to quantitatively model line absorption.
•STIS: High resolution, 50,000+, to V=8+; wide
wavelength range in a single exposure; small
slits, some multi-object; flux-calibrated to ~3%.
But: high background limits faint magnitudes.

Synthesis of Heavy Elements in Halo Stars
• Sneden+ 08 ARAA: Ba+(Z ≥ 56): [Fe/H] < -1.5: rprocess in Type II SN. r-process level varies; but
same proportion of heavy r-elements. Later: s• Light trans-Fe elements, Z ≤ 41 to ≥ 48: a whole
variety of processes, none fully understood. p-,
weak r-, weak s-, νp, high-entropy wind (HEW)
formed above the collapsing core of a Type II SN
• Molybdenum: difficult to match the solar-system
distribution of its seven isotopes: 25% p-process.
• Farouqi+ 2009 matched Mo with the low-entropy
end of a parameterized HEW model grid. Highentropy end yields full heavy r-process

Molybdenum Abundances in
Metal-Poor Halo Turnoff Stars
• We have run optical/UV spectral analyses for
all five solar-temperature, metal-poor stars that
have high-resolution spectra near 2000 Å.
• In two of the five stars, five Mo II lines give
high Mo abundances: [Mo/Fe] = +1.0/+0.8 for
HD 94028/HD 160617, with [Fe/H] = -1.4 and
-1.8. [Ru/Fe] = +0.7/+0.6, [Eu/Fe] = +0.3/+0.6.
• Existing results: all for giants from Mo I lines,
[Mo/Fe] < +0.4 wherever [Eu/Fe] < +0.6.

Results for Molybdenum in Halo Stars

Consequences for Molybdenum
Production and Dispersal
• Only a high-entropy wind (HEW) seems able
to produce the sharply enhanced abundance
peak observed at Mo and Ru (Z = 42, 44).
• The wind can do so only at low entropy. The
peak moves and widens as entropy increases.
At high entropy, heavy r-process elements are
largely produced, as seen in most halo stars.
•Thus Mo in each of these two stars came from
one or a few wind events, despite [Fe/H] ~ -1.6

Analysis of Ultraviolet Spectra
• SYNTHE calculations are based on a line list
revised by comparing against high-quality, highresolution spectra of a range of metal-poor stars.
• To derive elemental abundances, we compare
detailed spectral calculations to both optical and
ultraviolet high-resolution observational spectra.
• Model parameters + abundances emerge from fit
• Reasonable overall agreement is achieved even
at 2000 Å for turnoff stars of low metallicity,
using the same model parameters as those for
which optical spectral calculations also match.

Stellar Mo I, Ru I Spectral Analysis

Stellar Mo II Spectra near 2000 Å

Stellar Mo II UV Spectral Analysis

Stellar Ru II Spectra near 2000 Å

Stellar Ru II, Ru I Spectral Analysis

Constraining Mo Production
• Abundances for other light trans-Fe elements
in these two stars can constrain the sharpness
of the Mo peak, and the odd-even effect in it.
• This will help constrain the range of physical
parameters required by the HEW model, e.g.
the entropy, which in turn may limit the site(s).
• Lines of As, Se, Sn, and Te (Z = 33, 34, 50,
52) appear near 2000 Å, and Nb, Ru, and Cd
(Z = 41, 44, 48) near 2200 Å. Need E230H
spectra to evaluate weak lines and gf-values.
• Laboratory determinations of Fe I levels are
needed to identify “missing” UV (and IR) lines.

As I, Te I Lines in Metal-Poor UV Spectra

Se I, Ru II Lines in Metal-Poor UV Spectra

ID’s for Missing Lines from Predicted Ones
• “Missing” lines: not in the Kurucz laboratory
lists of lines with laboratory wavelengths. Both
energy levels are measured in the laboratory.
• Seen in the spectral plots as depressions
whose depths increase as line strength does.
• Guessed as Fe I lines (with colons) > 2000 Å.
• Predicted lines: upper or both energy levels
are calculated; is difficult for open shells. Bad
wavelengths (from difference of energy levels).
• Affect lines from UV through optical and IR.
• Mostly Fe I, from Kurucz predicted line lists.
• Guess UV shift, check optical lines with same
upper level; all are identified at the same time.

Predicted Fe I, Ti I, Ni I Lines in UV Spectra

